Paint By Sticker
As recognized, adventure as competently as experience
approximately lesson, amusement, as without difficulty as
understanding can be gotten by just checking out a ebook Paint
By Sticker next it is not directly done, you could allow even more
on this life, with reference to the world.
We manage to pay for you this proper as without difficulty as
simple habit to get those all. We pay for Paint By Sticker and
numerous ebook collections from fictions to scientific research in
any way. in the middle of them is this Paint By Sticker that can be
your partner.

Geometrics - 2018-12
Includes 12 striking portraits
to complete with sticker
shapes. Ten pages of sticker
shapes at the back of the book
lead you on a quest to complete
a wide variety of portraits,
including a bear or a panther, a
monkey or a unicorn, a
kingfisher sitting on a branch
or a hot air balloon sailing
across the desert sky. Includes
perforated pages.
Thank You for My Service Mat Best 2019-08-20
NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER • The
paint-by-sticker

unapologetic, laugh-your-assoff military memoir both vets
and civilians have been waiting
for, from a five-tour Army
Ranger turned YouTube
phenomenon and zealous
advocate for veterans Members
of the military’s special
operations branches share a
closely guarded secret: They
love their jobs. They relish the
opportunity to fight. They are
thankful for it, even, and
hopeful that maybe, possibly,
they’ll also get to kill a bunch
of bad guys while they’re at it.
You don’t necessarily need to
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thank them for their
service—the pleasure is all
theirs. In this hilarious and
personal memoir, readers ride
shotgun alongside former Army
Ranger and private military
contractor and current social
media phenomenon Mat Best,
into the action and its
aftermath, both abroad and at
home. From surviving a skin
infection in the swampy armpit
of America (aka Columbus,
Georgia) to kicking down doors
on the outskirts of Ramadi,
from blowing up a truck full of
enemy combatants to
witnessing the effects of a
suicide bombing right in front
of your face, Thank You for My
Service gives readers who love
America and love the good
guys fresh insight into what it’s
really like inside the minds of
the men and women on the
front lines. It’s also a sobering
yet steadying glimpse at life for
veterans after the fighting
stops, when the enemy
becomes self-doubt or despair
and you begin to wonder why
anyone should be thanking you
for anything, least of all your
service. How do you keep
paint-by-sticker

going when something you love
turns you into somebody you
hate? For veterans and their
friends and families, Thank You
for My Service will offer
comfort, in the form of a
million laughs, and counsel, as
a blueprint for what to do after
the war ends and the real fight
begins. And for civilians, this is
the insider account of military
life you won’t find anywhere
else, told with equal amounts
of heart and balls. It’s
Deadpool meets Captain
America, except one went to
business school and one went
to therapy, and it’s anyone’s
guess which is which.
Paint by Sticker Kids: Outer
Space - Workman Publishing
2021-05-11
Blast off into outer space with
this mess-free sticker craft!
Includes everything you need
to create ten sticker paintings
on sturdy card stock.. Kids will
love stickering a Mars rover, a
space shuttle, an astronaut,
iconic celestial bodies like
Saturn, Jupiter, and the Sun,
and more! Plus, the back of
each image includes a
fascinating scientific fact about
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each galactic subject. Includes
glow-in-the-dark stickers! Step
1: Find the sticker. Step 2: Peel
the sticker. Step 3: Place the
sticker. Add the next, and the
next, and watch your
enchanting paintings come to
life! All the pages are
perforated, making it easy to
tear out each finished work to
frame and share!
Odd 1s Out: Doodle Colouring
Book - James Rallison 2021-04
Draw, colour and create with
Odd 1s Out! Join the world of
James Rallison and his cartoon
creations in these actionpacked pages full of weird and
hilarious doodles. Fans of all
ages can flex their doodling
skills to create an odd world of
their very own.
Paint by Sticker: Travel Workman Publishing
2017-03-21
Paint by Sticker: Travel
celebrates a time when elegant
posters, in an Art Deco style,
beckoned visitors to faraway
romantic places—from Venice,
with its canals and gondolas, to
Cairo, gateway to the
pyramids—all through the
absorbing activity of painting
paint-by-sticker

by sticker. Paint by Sticker is a
compelling new activity for
crafters and artists, doodlers
and coloring book enthusiasts
of all ages. As in paint-bynumber, each template is
divided into dozens of spaces,
each with a number that
corresponds to a particular
sticker. Find the sticker, peel
it, place it. And then the next,
and the next, and the next,
until your “poster” comes to
life. Paint by Sticker: Travel
includes everything you need
to create twelve vibrant,
nostalgic travel posters—the
stickers, the templates, the
intuitive directions. The works
include Moscow, home of St.
Basil’s Cathedral and its candycolored onion domes. India and
the Taj Mahal, crown jewel in a
world of fascinating
destinations. Bermuda.
Monaco. Japan and its cherry
blossoms and pagodas. Bon
voyage!
Sticker Mosaics: By the Sea
- Silvio Rebêlo 2018-07-24
Oceanic masterpieces made
easy with brightly colored
stickers Take your coloring to
the next level by doing it with
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stickers instead of pencils!
Each one of the 12 designs in
this book has spaces for mosaic
shapes that you fill in using the
pages of different colored
stickers in the back, allowing
you to create one-of-a-kind
mosaic designs. Color-bysticker is a fun new way to
express creativity and explore
color, and this series gives
readers the freedom to create
their own unique designs, no
artistic ability required. Sticker
Mosaics: By the Sea features
12 different beautiful ocean
imagery to color by sticker.
Whether you choose a seaside
lighthouse, a colorful beta fish,
or exotic underwater creatures,
you’ll create something that
will bring the sea and shore
right to you.
Fair Play - Eve Rodsky
2021-01-05
AN INSTANT NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLER A
REESE'S BOOK CLUB PICK
Tired, stressed, and in need of
more help from your partner?
Imagine running your
household (and life!) in a new
way... It started with the Sh*t I
Do List. Tired of being the
paint-by-sticker

"shefault" parent responsible
for all aspects of her busy
household, Eve Rodsky counted
up all the unpaid, invisible
work she was doing for her
family--and then sent that list
to her husband, asking for
things to change. His response
was...underwhelming. Rodsky
realized that simply identifying
the issue of unequal labor on
the home front wasn't enough:
She needed a solution to this
universal problem. Her sanity,
identity, career, and marriage
depended on it. The result is
Fair Play: a time- and anxietysaving system that offers
couples a completely new way
to divvy up domestic
responsibilities. Rodsky
interviewed more than five
hundred men and women from
all walks of life to figure out
what the invisible work in a
family actually entails and how
to get it all done efficiently.
With 4 easy-to-follow rules, 100
household tasks, and a series
of conversation starters for you
and your partner, Fair Play
helps you prioritize what's
important to your family and
who should take the lead on
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every chore, from laundry to
homework to dinner. "Winning"
this game means rebalancing
your home life, reigniting your
relationship with your
significant other, and
reclaiming your Unicorn Space-the time to develop the skills
and passions that keep you
interested and interesting.
Stop drowning in to-dos and
lose some of that invisible
workload that's pulling you
down. Are you ready to try Fair
Play? Let's deal you in.
Paint by Sticker Kids: Outer
Space - Workman Publishing
2021-05-11
Blast off into outer space with
this mess-free sticker craft!
Includes everything you need
to create ten sticker paintings
on sturdy card stock.. Kids will
love stickering a Mars rover, a
space shuttle, an astronaut,
iconic celestial bodies like
Saturn, Jupiter, and the Sun,
and more! Plus, the back of
each image includes a
fascinating scientific fact about
each galactic subject. Includes
glow-in-the-dark stickers! Step
1: Find the sticker. Step 2: Peel
the sticker. Step 3: Place the
paint-by-sticker

sticker. Add the next, and the
next, and watch your
enchanting paintings come to
life! All the pages are
perforated, making it easy to
tear out each finished work to
frame and share!
Paint by Sticker: Cats Workman Publishing
2018-09-04
Paint by Sticker, the
bestselling all-ages activity
book series, is now purrfect for
cat lovers! Create gorgeous
illustrations of felines in lowpoly (geometric polygon
shapes) style, one sticker at a
time. An engrossing activity for
crafters and artists, doodlers
and colorers, Paint by Sticker:
Cats brings 12 irresistible cats
to life, piece by piece. There’s a
playful ginger tabby hanging
from her paws, an elegant,
blue-eyed Siamese angling for
a head scratch, and more! As in
paintby number, each image is
divided into dozens of spaces,
each with a number that
corresponds to a particular
sticker. Find the sticker, peel
it, and place it in the matching
space. Add the next, and the
next, and the next—and relish
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the growing satisfaction of
watching a “painting” emerge
from a black-and-white
illustration to a dazzling image
with color, body, and spirit.
Paint by Sticker: Birds Workman Publishing
2017-03-21
Paint by Sticker is the most
exciting new idea in activity
books, both for grown-ups and
kids. A compelling activity for
crafters and artists, doodlers
and colorers of all ages, each
Paint by Sticker book includes
everything you need to create
twelve vibrant, full-color
“paintings.” The original
images are rendered in lowpoly, a computer graphics style
using geometric polygon
shapes to create a 3D effect. As
in paint-by-number, each
template is divided into dozens
of spaces, each with a number
that corresponds to a
particular sticker. Find the
sticker, peel it, and place it in
the right space. Add the next,
and the next, and the next—it’s
an activity that’s utterly
absorbing, both in the pleasure
of peeling and sticking and the
growing satisfaction of
paint-by-sticker

watching a “painting” come to
life, emerging from a flat blackand-white illustration to a
dazzling image with color,
body, and spirit. Paint by
Sticker: Birds celebrates the
rainbow of colors and shapes of
the avian world: a red-headed
woodpecker, a blue jay, an
orange and black Baltimore
oriole, an electric bright
hummingbird.
Paint by Sticker: Dogs Workman Publishing
2020-06-23
Best in Show! Peel the sticker,
place the sticker, and watch
your painting come to life. If
only you had a tail to wag! This
completely engrossing activity
book for dog lovers and
crafters alike has everything
you need to complete 12
fantastic canine portraits,
including a frisky dachshund, a
pug begging to play, and a
handsome husky showing off
those alert blue eyes. And
note––the card-stock pages are
perforated, so every finished
picture can easily be removed
for framing.
My First Sticker by Numbers
Book - Price Stern Sloan
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2016-10-18
Children go crazy for Sticker
by Numbers, an innovative new
series that takes stickers to a
whole new level. Simply match
the colored stickers to the
numbers on each page to
create stunning works of art.
This special junior version
features larger stickers that
are easy to grasp for smaller
artists. With over 650 stickers,
children can create rocket
ships, flowers, butterflies,
sailboats, and much more.
Splash of Color Painting &
Coloring Book - Liz Libré
2017-04-11
This unique painting and
coloring book offers a fun and
easy way to get into a creative
flow and wash away stress.
Printed on luxe watercolor
paper excellent for paints,
marker, pencil, or any coloring
medium, the sumi-ink outlines
from celebrated stationer Linda
& Harriett become vivid,
frame-worthy works of art with
just a few splashes of color. A
sturdy backing board makes it
easy to work on any surface,
while single-sided removable
pages are perfect for easily
paint-by-sticker

sharing or displaying finished
pieces.
Paint by Sticker Kids: Under
the Sea - Workman Publishing
2017-05-16
Paint by Sticker is the most
exciting new idea in activity
books, both for grown-ups and
kids. A compelling activity for
crafters and artists, doodlers
and colorers of all ages, each
Paint by Sticker Kids book
includes everything you need
to create ten vibrant, full-color
“paintings.” The original
images are rendered in lowpoly, a computer graphics style
using geometric polygon
shapes to create a 3D effect. As
in paint-by-number, each
template is divided into spaces,
each with a number that
corresponds to a particular
sticker. Find the sticker, peel
it, and place it in the right
space. Add the next, and the
next, and the next—it’s an
activity that’s utterly
absorbing, both in the pleasure
of peeling and sticking and the
growing satisfaction of
watching a “painting” come to
life, emerging from a flat blackand-white illustration to a
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dazzling image with color,
body, and spirit. Paint by
Sticker Kids: Under the Sea is
a journey into the world
beneath the waves. Kids will
create a dolphin, a shark, an
octopus, and other denizens of
the watery world. The card
stock pages are perforated so
kids can remove them easily
and display, or share, their
finished works of art.
American Royals II: Majesty Katharine McGee 2022-01-04
America has its first ever
queen on the throne in this
sequel to American Royals! If
you can't get enough of Harry
and Meghan and Will and Kate,
you'll love this New York Times
bestseller that imagines
America's own royal family-and all the drama and
heartbreak that entails. Crazy
Rich Asians meets The Crown.
Perfect for fans of Red, White,
and Royal Blue and The Royal
We. Power is intoxicating. Like
first love, it can leave you
breathless. Princess Beatrice
was born with it. Princess
Samantha was born with less.
Some, like Nina Gonzalez, are
pulled into it. And a few will
paint-by-sticker

claw their way in. Ahem, we're
looking at you Daphne
Deighton. As America adjusts
to the idea of a queen on the
throne, Beatrice grapples with
everything she lost when she
gained the ultimate crown.
Samantha is busy living up to
her "party princess"
persona...and maybe adding a
party prince by her side. Nina
is trying to avoid the palace-and Prince Jefferson--at all
costs. And a dangerous secret
threatens to undo all of
Daphne's carefully laid "marry
Prince Jefferson" plans. A new
reign has begun....
Paint by Sticker Kids: Unicorns
& Magic - Workman Publishing
2019-04-30
Paint a magical world with
stickers (including glitter
stickers)! Paint by Sticker Kids:
Unicorns & Magic includes
everything kids need to create
ten vibrant images, including
unicorns, a dragon, a princess,
and more. Step 1: Find the
sticker. Step 2: Peel the
sticker. Step 3: Place the
sticker. Add the next, and the
next, and watch your
enchanting paintings come to
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life! All the pages are
perforated, making it easy to
tear out each finished work to
frame and share!
My Sticker Paintings: Animals
of the World - Clorophyl
Editions 2022-07-19
Create stunning works of
mosaic art with stickers! This
distinctive poly-art paint by
sticker book for kids ages 6-10
features a collection of 10
geometric designs of various
animals - from giraffes and
elephants to pandas, flamingos,
and more. Using anywhere
from 60-100 colored stickers
for each animal pattern, place
them in the appropriate spot
according to its numbered
section and watch as the
geometric shapes transform
into beautiful, crystalized
designs. Also included are fun
facts to learn more about each
amazing animal as kids bring
them to life! An entertaining,
hands-on activity for kids, this
sticker painting book offers an
excellent opportunity for
developing their focus and
attention span. Designs are
printed on thick, perforated
pages that can easily detach to
paint-by-sticker

be displayed or gifted once a
painting is completed.
Paint by Sticker Kids: Holly
Jolly Christmas - Workman
Publishing 2022-10-25
Paint by Sticker Kids is
unstoppable! The series ships
over a million copies a year,
and the reasons are obvious:
stickers, stickers, and more
stickers, plus an activity that
delivers hours of screen-free,
mess-free fun. Following in the
footsteps of Paint by Sticker
Kids: Christmas—hugely in
demand and a sell-out in fall
2021—Holly Jolly Christmas
delivers even more Christmas
fun. There’s a snowman, a
reindeer leaping, a plate of
gingerbread cookies, a
beautifully decorated tree, and
what’s in that box? Merry
Christmas—it’s a new puppy!
This book is a delightful
stocking stuffer or Christmas
gift. The colorful images use
low-poly art, a computer style
that creates 3-D images out of
polygon shapes. To “paint” a
picture, just peel off the
stickers and place them on the
corresponding numbered
spaces. The stickers are
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reusable, so kids can repeat
the fun. The stickers are
designed to be easy for little
hands to handle. And no paint
means no splatter, drips, or
messy clean-up. Just stickers
and fun.
Paint by Sticker Kids Workman Publishing
2016-04-05
Move over, coloring books!
Here’s an entirely new craft
that kids will love: Paint by
Sticker Kids. Paint by Sticker
Kids is the same compelling
craft first introduced in Paint
by Sticker, but just for kids!
The book includes everything
you need to create 10 bright,
playful, full-color
illustrations—illustrated
templates printed on
perforated card stock, and 10
pages of stickers to fill in and
create the artwork. The fun,
vibrant images are rendered in
“low-poly,” a computer
graphics style using geometric
polygon shapes to create a 3-D
effect. As in paint-by-number,
each template is divided into
hundreds of spaces, each with
a number that corresponds to a
particular sticker. Find the
paint-by-sticker

sticker, peel it, and place it in
the right space. Add the next,
and the next, and the next and
voila! It’s a rocket ship blasting
through space. A
Tyrannosaurus rex prowling his
domain. A pickup truck hauling
its load. A friendly toucan
hanging on his perch. Kids will
love watching these pictures
come to life. Plus, each is
suitable for framing or the
fridge.
Paint by Sticker Kids:
Mermaids & Magic! - Workman
Publishing 2021-09-28
It's a genuine phenomenon:
Paint by Sticker Kids books
provides hours of creative,
mess-free, and screen-free fun
around topics that kids love.
And at the end of it, kids - and
their proud parents - have
wonderful works of art to
display or give away. With the
obsession for mermaids,
unicorns and other magical
creatures showing no signs of
letting up - and with Disney's
live-action film of The Little
Mermaid slated to release in
November, 2021 - Mermaids &
Magic! is perfectly positioned
to deliver enchantment. With
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glitter stickers! Among the
images to paint by sticker are
two vibrant mermaids, a
shining crystal ball, a magical
narwhal, a rainbow unicorn, a
glittering crown, and more.
Paint by Sticker Masterpieces Workman Publishing
2016-09-20
Paint by Sticker is a compelling
new activity for crafters and
artists, doodlers and coloring
book enthusiasts of all ages.
Masterpieces encourages
everyone to channel their inner
da Vinci and create twelve
iconic works of art. Paint by
Sticker Masterpieces includes
everything you need to create
twelve vibrant, full-color
“paintings”—the stickers, the
templates, the intuitive
directions. The works include
The Birth of Venus, by Sandro
Botticelli, The Creation of
Adam, by Michelangelo, Mona
Lisa, by Leonardo da Vinci, Girl
with a Pearl Earring, by
Johannes Vermeer, Napoleon at
Saint-Bernard Pass, by
Jacques-Louis David, The Great
Wave off Kanagawa, by
Katsushika Hokusai, Houses of
Parliament, Sunlight Effect, by
paint-by-sticker

Claude Monet, Still Life with
Apples and a Pot of Primroses,
by Paul Cezanne, Dance at
Bougival, by Pierre-Auguste
Renoir, Bedroom in Arles, by
Vincent van Gogh, Breezing Up
(A Fair Wind), by Winslow
Homer, and the stunning study
in color, Flaming June, by
Frederic Leighton. The
cardstock pages are perforated
for easy removal, making it
easy to frame the completed
images.
Sticker Paint by Number Mary Joy 2020-09-19
If You Are Looking for an
Activity Book that can Improve
your Kids Creativity Playing
with the Family with Fun then
Keep Reading, i've got
Something Special for You.
Imagine going to a Zoo, where
you can find a lot of
animals.You'll find a Big
Elephant, a Fancy Flamingos, a
Silly Monkey and a Royal Lion,
with all of their colors and
sizes. They're just Waiting for
your Kids to color them! How?
Get ready with your Rounded
Scissors and a Glue Stick
Choose an animal. Look for his
Numbered Polygons Page. Cut
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the Polygon out. Paste the
Polygon to its Respective
number. Create a Beautiful Zoo
Animal! Don't want to cut the
pages of the book to complete
your pictures? Don't Worry!
Inside you'll find a direct link
to a ready-to-print PDF with all
the polygon pages! If you want
to Join the Zoo to have Fun and
Joy with your Children and
Family, click on "add to cart"
Now! Psssss...There's a little
gift inside: D
My Sticker Paintings: Horses Clorophyl Editions 2022-07-19
Create stunning works of
mosaic art with stickers! This
distinctive poly-art paint by
sticker book for kids ages 6-10
features a collection of 10
geometric designs of majestic
horses. Using anywhere from
60-100 colored stickers for
each horse pattern, place them
in the appropriate spot
according to its numbered
section and watch as the
geometric shapes transform
into beautiful, crystalized
designs. Also included are fun
facts to learn more about
amazing horses as kids bring
them to life! An entertaining,
paint-by-sticker

hands-on activity for kids, this
sticker painting book offers an
excellent opportunity for
developing their focus and
attention span. Designs are
printed on thick, perforated
pages that can easily detach to
be displayed or gifted once a
painting is completed.
Paint by Sticker Kids: Easter Workman Publishing
2022-02-15
Celebrate Easter with Paint by
Sticker Kids! Peel the sticker,
place the sticker, and make 10
bright and lively sticker
paintings, including Easter
bunnies, baskets, and spring
flowers. All fun, no mess! Paint
by Sticker: Kids books have
more than 1.8 million copies in
print.
Paint by Sticker Kids: Zoo
Animals - Workman Publishing
2016-09-20
Find the sticker, peel the
sticker, place the sticker. And
sticker by sticker, a koala
appears! Or an elephant, frog,
red panda, puffin, peacock,
snake, giraffe, tiger, or gorilla.
(And no mess to clean up!)
Designed for children ages 5
and up, Paint by Sticker Kids:
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Zoo Animals uses low-poly
art—a computer style that
renders 3-D images out of
polygon shapes—and
removable color stickers so
that kids can create 10 vibrant
works of art. The stickers are
larger, as befits the younger
audience, and the card stock
pages are perforated for easy
removal, making them suitable
for displaying.
Paint by Sticker Kids:
Dinosaurs - Workman
Publishing 2020-07-21
Paint by Sticker Kids just gets
stronger and stronger, with the
last three titles—Unicorns &
Magic, Halloween, and
Christmas—on fire. With over
1.7 million copies in print, and
with sales increasing every
season, it is the phenomenal
activity book series that
marries the joy of paint by
number and coloring with
every kid’s favorite
thing—stickers. And now add
dinosaurs—what could be
better? Kids will have a blast
“painting” an armored
Ankylosaurus, and an agile
Velociraptor, now known to
have been covered in feathers.
paint-by-sticker

And don’t forget about the king
of them all: a ferocious T-Rex,
which could eat 500 pounds of
meat in one bite! New to the
series, on the back of each
image is a paragraph of lively
text packed with facts about
the dinosaur pictured, how it
lived, and how to pronounce its
name. Designed especially for
children and their smaller
hands, the Paint by Sticker
Kids series offers a quiet,
completely absorbing, no-mess
activity
that—bonus!—encourages kids
to practice number recognition
without them even thinking
they’re doing math. The way it
works is simple: Find the
numbered sticker, peel it, and
place it in the right space. Add
the next, and the next—and see
the images come to life in the
“low-poly” style that uses
geometric shapes. The cardstock pages are perforated,
allowing the artwork to be
easily removed so kids can
hang them up as decorations or
proudly display them on the
fridge. In other words, hours
and hours of artistic fun with
none of the hassle or cleanup!
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97 Ways to Make a Dog
Smile - Jenny Langbehn
2015-04-07
News for dogs and dog lovers
to smile about: The irresistible
bestseller is now even more
irresistible with a 4-by-6-inch
“chunky” format. As quirky,
colorful, and giftable as ever,
97 Ways to Make a Dog Smile
is now fresher and more
appealing. Developed by Jenny
Langbehn, a veterinary nurse
who has a gift for making dogs
happy, here are 97 foolproof
methods and tricks for putting
any dog into a state of pure
pleasure. Enhancing each entry
is an adorable, full-color
photograph of the guaranteed
result—a smiling dog. Give
these a try: Lower-Ear
Noogies. The Thumper. Lazy
Man’s Tetherball. The Hansel
and Gretel—“For an afternoon
of fun, scamper about the
house leaving a trail of plain
popped popcorn in your wake.”
Or “Subliminal Game,” which
works by sneaking a favorite
word like “cookie” into
otherwise boring jabber.* The
tricks require no fancy props or
special talents—just a
paint-by-sticker

willingness to surrender
yourself to sheer silliness. They
combine the creative gift of
touch— unexpected ways to
rub, massage, scratch, tickle,
and knead—with imaginative
play scenarios that are just
loopy enough to ensure your
dog will be amused, whether
he’s laughing with you or at
you. These tricks really work.
*Don’t forget to have said
cookie on hand.
Paint by Sticker: Music
Icons - Workman Publishing
2017-06-27
Paint by Sticker is the most
exciting new idea in activity
books, both for grown-ups and
kids. A compelling activity for
crafters and artists, doodlers
and colorers of all ages, each
Paint by Sticker book includes
everything you need to create
twelve vibrant, full-color
“paintings.” The original
images are rendered in lowpoly, a computer graphics style
using geometric polygon
shapes to create a 3D effect. As
in paint-by-number, each
template is divided into dozens
of spaces, each with a number
that corresponds to a
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particular sticker. Find the
sticker, peel it, and place it in
the right space. Add the next,
and the next, and the next—it’s
an activity that’s utterly
absorbing, both in the pleasure
of peeling and sticking and the
growing satisfaction of
watching a “painting” come to
life, emerging from a flat blackand-white illustration to a
dazzling image with color,
body, and spirit. Paint by
Sticker: Music Icons brings us
face-to-face with Elvis, The
Beatles, Beyoncé, David Bowie,
Cher, Prince, Michael Jackson,
Kurt Cobain, Madonna, Nina
Simone, Dolly Parton, and
"Weird Al" Yankovic.
Fancy Nancy's Gloriously
Gigantic Sticker-tivity Book Jane O'Connor 2010-06-22
Put on your fanciest thinking
cap and follow Nancy into a
world of fantastically fun
sticker-tivities! Filled with
dozens of word-play activities
and hundreds of the fanciest,
Nancy-est stickers ever, this
book lets you create your own
stories, build star
constellations, learn about
butterflies, and make the
paint-by-sticker

ordinary extraordinary.
Paint by Sticker: Plants and
Flowers - Workman Publishing
2022-06-07
The bestselling Paint by Sticker
adult book series meets garden
and houseplant love! Here are
12 beautiful images of all kinds
of plants, from a stargazer lily
to a white lotus floating on a
pool, to a Saguaro catcus and a
trio of potted succulents.
Paint by Sticker Kids:
Christmas - Workman
Publishing 2019-10-01
Paint jolly holiday fun with
stickers! Step 1: Find the
sticker Step 2: Peel the sticker
Step 3: Place the sticker …and
watch your Christmas painting
come to life! Includes
everything you need to create
ten sticker paintings on study
card stock. Plus, all the pages
are perforated—making it easy
to tear out each finished work
to frame and share!
The Kids' Book of Sticker Love
- Irene Smit 2021-11-23
The Kids’ Book of Sticker Love
is packed with tons of creative
ideas and crafty projects for
kids to make with their hands,
paper goodies to create and
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decorate, and stickers of all
stripes: vinyl stickers, glow-inthe-dark stickers, glitter and
metallic stickers, photo
corners, alphabet stickers, and
more. Put it all together and
you’ve got hours and hours of
screen-free fun. Organized in
four sections, there’s stuff to
Craft—like a set of origami
finger puppets with animal
eyes, ears, whisker and nose
stickers, or a geometric
necklace to make out of
colorful dot stickers and paper
cutouts. There’s a Write
section—use colorful alphabet
stickers to compose a note;
record your favorite things in
seasonal DIY notebooks. Next
is a Play section—have fun with
projects like sticker-based
tangrams. And a Share
section—decorate your
bedroom ceiling with classic
glow-in-the-dark star and
constellation stickers, or cut
and fold tiny patterned paper
gift bags and seal them with a
matching sticker. No matter
the activity, the emphasis is on
the doing—and finding the
pleasure and value that comes
with the creative process.
paint-by-sticker

Paint by Sticker - Workman
Publishing 2016-04-05
Introducing a compelling new
activity for crafters and artists,
doodlers and coloring book
enthusiasts of all ages. Paint by
Sticker includes everything you
need to create twelve vibrant,
full-color “paintings.” The
images—including sunflowers,
a fox, a hummingbird in midflight, two boats on the
water—are rendered in “lowpoly,” a computer graphics
style that creates a 3-D effect.
As in paint-by-number, each
template is divided into dozens
of spaces, each with a number
that corresponds to a
particular colored sticker. Find
the sticker, peel it, and place it
in the right space. Add the
next, and the next, and the
next—it’s an activity that’s
utterly absorbing as you watch
a “painting” emerge from a flat
black-and-white illustration to
a dazzling image with color,
body, spirit. The pages are
perforated for easy removal,
making it simple to frame the
completed images.
Panini Football Stickers: The
Official Celebration - Greg
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Lansdowne 2021-11-25
Welcome to the glorious world
of Panini football stickers!
Collecting Panini football
stickers has always been a joy.
Tearing open those packets
and excitedly filling an album is
a rite of passage for millions of
kids – and adults. It's so
popular, it even has its own
language – 'swapsies', 'got, got,
need' and 'shinies'. And now,
for the first time, Panini have
granted access to their
archives for this superbly
illustrated celebration of their
iconic football sticker
collections. Licensed by Panini
and written by respected
sticker authority Greg
Lansdowne, this volume
showcases Panini's UK
domestic football, FIFA World
Cup and UEFA European
Championship albums, as well
as all the great players, from
Pelé and Maradona to Marta,
Ronaldo and Mbappé (via
Frank Worthington, Chris
Waddle, Ally McCoist and a few
dodgy haircuts). A heady mix of
football history, wonderful
nostalgia and modern-day
action that collectors of all
paint-by-sticker

ages will cherish, this book
shows why, for the last 60
years, collecting Panini stickers
has been – and remains – a
global phenomenon. PANINI
FOOTBALL STICKERS: A
CELEBRATION includes: –
More than 2,000 images of
iconic PANINI stickers, album
covers and sticker packet
designs – Specially curated
chapters on every UKpublished collection (Football
League/FIFA World Cup) –
Breakout features on foils,
haircuts styles and collecting
etiquette
Paint by Sticker Kids: Beautiful
Bugs - Workman Publishing
2018-04-17
The magic of Paint by Sticker
Kids continues, combining the
fun of coloring and stickers
with the creativity of paint by
number. The series just keeps
growing, with another muchloved nature-themed topic:
Bugs! Paint by Sticker Kids:
Beautiful Bugs includes
everything kids need to create
10 full-color illustrations of
their favorite creepy-crawlies:
a firefly, a praying mantis, a
ladybug, butterflies, ants, a
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painted grasshopper, a
dragonfly, beetles, a
bumblebee, and a weevil.
Simply find the numbered
sticker, peel it, and place it in
the right space. Add the next,
and the next—and watch a
dazzling image come to life
with color and spirit in the
modern “low-poly” style (using
geometric polygon shapes).
The card-stock pages are
perforated so artwork can be
easily removed for framing or
the fridge. Creating sticker art
is as fun and meditative as
coloring, and it’s a refreshing
shake-up from the usual
crayons and markers. Plus, the
peel-and-place system allows
kids to practice recognizing
and learning numbers in an
interactive, stress-free way.
And it’s a great rainy day or
travel activity (no cleanup!)
that delivers hands-on fun for
less than $10.
Busy Toddler's Guide to Actual
Parenting - Susie Allison
2020-09-22
You don't need to feel alone in
parenting. You don't need to
feel like you're failing. And you
definitely don't need another
paint-by-sticker

parenting book filled with
theoretical advice about
theoretical children. You need
actual parenting help from an
actual parent. It's time to feel
confident in your parenting.
Susie Allison, creator of the
massive online community
Busy Toddler, is a breath of
fresh air. With her humor and
engaging personality, she helps
parents find their footing, shift
their perspective on childhood,
and laugh at the twists and
turns of parenting we all face.
(Yes, it's ok that your child
licked a shopping cart - they
pretty much all do that.) In
Busy Toddler's Guide to Actual
Parenting, Susie gives the
achievable advice she's known
for around the world, from
daily life and #beingtwoisfine
to tantrums and tattling and
teaching the ABCs. The book
also includes 50+ of her
famous activities that have
helped thousands of parents
make it to nap time-FYI, the
popsicle bath is a gamechanger. S usie shares real
moments raising her three kids
as well as her professional
knowledge from eight years as
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a kindergarten and 1st grade
teacher. Her simple and doable
approach to parenting will
leave you feeling so much
better! Let Susie give you the
actual parenting advice you
need.
Animetrics - 2017-05-01
15 Striking Animal Portraits to
Complete--Sticker by Sticker!
Are you ready for a new,
exciting challenge that will
take your observation skills and
artistic pursuits to a whole new
level? Then Animetrics is for
you. Inside the pages of this
innovative book, you'll discover
15 animal portraits to complete
with geometric sticker shapes.
The numbered shapes on each
page can be filled with the
corresponding stickers to
create sophisticated works of
art that will amaze and astound
you. Ten pages of sticker
shapes at the back of the book
lead you on a quest to complete
gorgeous portraits of animals
ranging from lions to birds and
beyond. Intricate, complex, and
absorbing, you'll spend hours
piecing together these sticker
puzzles and creating something
beautiful and unforgettable.
paint-by-sticker

Paint by Sticker Kids:
Halloween - Workman
Publishing 2019-09-03
Paint a world of spooky fun
with stickers! Step 1: Find the
sticker Step 2: Peel the sticker
Step 3: Place the sticker …and
watch your Halloween painting
come to life! Includes
everything you need to create
ten sticker paintings on study
card stock. Plus, all the pages
are perforated—making it easy
to tear out each finished work
to frame and share!
Paint by Sticker for Kids Sophie R Laurwing 2020-07-02
In this book you will learn, in a
simple and fun way, as Paint by
Sticker 20 types of dogs. You
will have to follow these 3
steps: ① Find the sticker ② Cut
the sticker ③ Place the sticker
...and watch your beautiful Dog
take shape! Then the time is
NOW !!! Get a copy of this
book, PURCHASE this book
NOW !!!
Paint by Sticker Kids:
Rainbows Everywhere! Workman Publishing
2022-10-25
Paint by Sticker Kids is
unstoppable! The series ships
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over a million copies a year,
and the reasons are obvious:
stickers, stickers, and more
stickers, plus an activity that
delivers hours of screen-free,
mess-free fun. These days,
rainbows are about as hot as
stickers—Rainbows
Everywhere! combines both for
pages of brightly colored joy.
Each image—a sweet cat, kites
flying in the air, a unicorn, and,
of course, a rainbow—is
swathed in vibrant hues. The

paint-by-sticker

colorful images use low-poly
art, a computer style that
creates 3-D images out of
polygon shapes. To “paint” a
picture, just peel off the
stickers and place them on the
corresponding numbered
spaces. The stickers are
reusable, so kids can repeat
the fun. The stickers are
designed to be easy for little
hands to handle. And no paint
means no splatter, drips, or
messy clean-up. Just stickers
and fun.
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